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To analyse developments of scientific fields, scientometrics provides useful tools, 
provided one is prepared to take the content of scientific articles into account. Such 
cognitive scientometrics s illustrated by using as data a ten-year period of articles from a 
biotechnology core journal. After coding with key-words, the relations between articles are 
brought out by co-word analysis. Maps of the field are given, showing connections between 
areas and their change over time, and with respect to the institutions inwhich research is
performed. Inaddition, other approaches are explored, including an indicator of 'theoretical 
leveF of bodies of articles. 
Introduction 
Although some scientometricians appear to be making too imperialistic a claim for 
the role of bibliometric and other metric data about science, there is no reason to 
ignore such a possibly useful tool. Such a reminder is especially important for science 
dynamics tudies - as they are called nowadays in the Netherlands I - because the 
issue" how to describe (or "measure") the dependent variable, that is the nature and 
substance of the development of sciences and research areas, has been neglected or is 
passed over too easily, 
To give a recent example: a recent issue of Social Studies of  Science contains two 
interesting articles. One by Abir-Am on the aims and activities of Warren Weaver as 
the director of the Rockefeller Foundation who gave a push to the development of
molecular biology; 2 the other by Gilbert andMulkay on the accounts cientists produce 
of their research practices) Abir-Am even complains about he lack of attention in 
science studies for the study of the impact of science policy measures on the develop- 
ment of scientific fields. But she, as well as Mulkay and Gilbert, limit themselves to 
analyzing the nature of the interventions and/or scientific practices. The outcome of 
the intervention or the scientists' actions is suggested, but not described systematically. 
To "measure" the dependent variable, or explanandum if one prefers that term, two 
methods are available. The first, cognitive analysis, has a long tradition in the history 
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of science, but it is only recently that more attention has been given to recurrent 
features of cognitive structures of science, so as to be able to catalogue them and 
describe scientific developments in these terms. One may think of Holton's thematic 
analysis of science, the concept of regulatives introduced by the Starnberg roup, and 
the attempt to catalogue important cognitive lements, as sketched in the science 
dynamics programme of the University of Leiden. 4
The second method to "measure" developments of scientific fields is scientometrics, 
a variety of approaches sharing the general idea that quantifiable aspects of sciences 
should be extracted and used to "measure" whatever it is that can be measured with 
them. Publications and citations counts are well known by now, s and the most 
interesting, as well as the most ambitious approach is co-citation analysis, pioneered 
by Small and others at the Institute for Scientific Information. 6 Lenoir has claimed 
that co-citation analysis is the solution to the problem of studying developments of 
scientific fields: it produces maps of the fields, while block-modeling gives the social 
structure of its practitioners. 7 Such a claim, however, overlooks that co-citation links 
are sociometric ties, or indicators of the set of accepted authorities in the field at best. 
It is an additional assumption to take co-citation clusters as reflecting cognitive 
structure, 8 and Small's attempts at citation context analysis can be taken to show that 
co-citation clusters are no more than a way to define a body of articles to do content 
analysis on. 9 
Another, and well-known, criticism is that we lack a comprehensive theory of 
citing practices in scientific fields, and that what we do know about citing indicates 
that many other factors besides the acknowledgment of cognitive debts play a role.t 0 
Citation analysis and co-citation analysis thus appear to measure developments of 
scientific fields only through an intervening social institution, i.e. citing practices. The 
implication then is that (co-)citation analysis can only be applied in cases where such 
a social institution occurs and has a certain stability - that is, only in cases of academic 
scientific fields oriented toward publication in international scientific or scholarly 
journals. 
To overcome such criticisms, one may try to improve the tools of (co-)citation 
analysis. Another possibility is to start anew. Realizing that co-citation links are, in 
the end, a route to the content of the articles, one may proceed in a more direct way 
and use content analysis and/or the coding that is done by documentation services 
as the basis for scientometric analysis of a state-of-the-field. Such an approach as 
been pioneered by Callon, Courtial and Turner, and although their so-called co-word 
analysis is not yet routinely available, it is already clear that an approach based on 
key-words or signal-words can overcome some of the limitations of (co-)citation 
analysis.l i The method is applicable in domains where citing is irregular or absent, 
and can be used even for reports and internal documents of science policy com- 
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mittees.l 2 The coding procedures (content analysis or from existing documentation 
services) will introduce problems of interpretation; when co-word analysis is based 
on existing documentation service data bases alone, one could again speak of a 
separate social institution that intervenes. An advantage ofco-word analysis over 
co-citation analysis is its relation to recent heories of scientific practice in which the 
power of words is emphasized.l _a All in all, it is too early to decide whether co-word 
analysis i  "better" than to.citation analysis or not. But it will be clear that co-word 
analysis complements co-citation analysis, and that its potential should be explored 
further. 
A number of scientometric studies of developments in biotechnology and in the 
scientific disciplines germane to biotechnology have been carried out by the 
Technology Policy Unit (University of Aston in'Birmingham, UK) and the 
Chemistry and Society Programme (University of Leiden), under contract with the 
FAST.Biosociety Program of the Commission of the European Communities. 14 The 
project aimed to explore different echniques for monitoring developments in the 
relevant scientific and technological fields. C0-word analysis was used - and 
amended - to re-analyze the data describing the contents of articles in a bio- 
technology core journal (Biotechnology and Bioengineering) over a period of ten 
years. This paper will describe the main results of the analysis and, in the concluding 
section, come back to the general issue of scientometric analysis of developments in 
scientific fields. 
Co-word analysis: the instrument 
Starting point for the theory behind the use of co-word analysis is the notion 
that authors of documents use signal-words to guide the reader in the direction 
they wish him to go. The author enrolls the reader in a "funnel of interest", 
makes him a captive of the transformation f the field that the author wants to 
realize.l s To do so, however, the author has to use signal-words that are accepted 
in the field, that is, have a latent power that he can mobilize for his own 
purposes.l e 
In content analysis of the document, or in abstracting it to summarize the in- 
terest it may have for other readers, the analyst works in the other direction. The 
document is transformed into a string of signal-words to capture its cognitive- 
interest structure. Clearly, the intervention of the analyst may introduce "distor- 
tions" - but distortion is a relative concept. There is no "true" cognitive message 
of the document that could, ideally, be summarized by the perfect abstracter. The 
impact of the document on the field is realized through the readings of it by others, 
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through the way they are enrolled by it and interpret its cognitive-interest ructure. 
So the analyst's intervention will transform the document, but often in a way that 
is comparable to its reception by other readers in the field. 
Assuming a competent analyst, a set of documents can be transformed into a 
data base consisting of strings of signal-words, and for each string the usual biblio- 
metric data (source, date, authors, institution, country, etc.). The number of 
occurrences of signal-word i is counted, and the number of co-occurrences of 
signal-words i and j within the strings of signal-words. In this way, a co-occurrence 
matrix !s coniructed, with cij denoting the number of co-occurrences between i 
and j, and Cii = C i giving the occurrence of signal-word i (for convenience of data 
presentation; no matrix algebra will be performed). An example of such a co- 
occurrence matrix for the data base Biotechnology and Bioengineering 1970-1974, 
is given in Table 1. 
The next step in the analysis is to bring out the interesting features of 
the co-occurrence matrix. One important feature, already visible in the co-occurrence 
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Fig. 1. C/rcular map, Jaccard, 1970-74 
Jaccard links with keywords below 5% frequency have been deleted 
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matrix (Taable 1), is the rank-ordering of key-words according to their frequency of 
occurrence. The other important feature is the incidence of co-occurrences between 
key-words and the intensities of the co-occurrences. To distinguish between co- 
occurrences that are interesting and co.occurrences that are not interesting, an index 
is introduced that measures the strength of the co-occurrence linkage according to 
some formula, and a threshold is determined below which co-occurrence linkages 
are considered to be not interesting anymore. 
To give an example, consider the circular "map" of keywords produced by 
calculating all Jaccard links in the co-occurrence matrix (Table l) and 
deleting all links with intensities below 0.19 (the map is given in Fig. I. 
and discussed in detail below). The Jaccard index, ci j 
is often used to bring out linkages, for Jij c i + cj - cij 
example also in co-citation analysis. A glance at the circular map shows that not 
only remain many key-words invisible (22 of the 49 key-words in this map), but 
also far fewer linkages between key-words appear than are theoretically possible. 
A further lowering of the threshold would increase the number of linkages, and 
one may, in fact, set the threshold at successively ower values to see the free- 
structure of the linkage patterns. In many cases, there is a range of threshold 
values in which the overall pattern of linkages does not change drastically (for 
instance, because fine-structure linkages appear only within groups of linked key- 
words and not between groups). 
The significance of the linkages that are brought out by the index-threshold oper- 
ation, can be viewed in two ways. In general, linkages can be seen as/unctions be. 
tween bodies of documents, each characterized by the occurrence of the key-word 
that partakes in the linkage. Researchers may group such key-words together (this 
happens for instance in the upper lefthand area of the circular '~map" (Fig. 1), 
where immobilized enzymes to produce glucose-type products from starchy sub. 
strates are linked together on the map, as well as in the practice of biotechnology). 
Alternatively, linkages may offer shifts between different research areas (for in- 
stance, at the righthand side, Single Cell Protein production is related to product 
isolation, but the latter is also related to enzyme production; the two areas of 
production share an interest in product isolation research, but lead separate lives 
otherwise). A "map" of Co-word linkages is thus like a topological map of a city 
(e.g. when showing bus or underground routes): the lines between the keywords 
represent possibilities of traveling f(om one place (key-word) to another, but do 
not indicate distances, time to be travelled or other metric measures. The arrange- 
ment in a two-dimensional p ane is arbitrary, and chosen for ease of reading the 
"map" only. 17 
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Another view of the significance of the linkages available in the co-occurrence 
matrix is possible when the universe of documents and key-words i clearly limited 
- as is the case in our data base, containing all articles in a given journal, published 
during 1970-1979, and coded with a set of carefully chosen keywords. In such a 
case/the incidence of co-occurrences can be compared with the expected value, if 
a set of key-words with given occurrences would be distributed randomly over all 
articles. The probability of finding a certain value for the co-occurrence b tween 
i and j is given by the hypergeometric distribution function for N (the number of 
articles), ci and cj. For example, if one takes the most frequently occurring key- 
word in the matrix (Table 1), lab scale; with an occurrence frequency just above 
60%, it is clear that a co.occurrence value of 69 with key-word 5, design, is too 
close to 60% of its occurrence of 117 to be interesting. 
Thus, if the documents and key-words are given beforehand, it will be useful to 
consider another index, the statistical index Sij, which is the normalized eviation 
from the expected value of the co-occurrence: 
1 c i cj 
Si j = .~- (cij _ _._~._) where o is the standard eviation of the 
hypergeometric distribution function 
and c i cj/N its mean (or expected value). 
Calculations of the statistical index show that a threshold Sij > 2 (confidence 75% 
or (much) better) produces the same linkages as appear when using the Jaceard 
index with a threshold of 0.19, or somewhat more) a The Jaccard "maps" can 
therefore be taken as a conservative picture of the linkages between key-words. 
They will be used here because they are easy to calculate. 
When documents and key-words are not given beforehand, for instance in the 
common case that a body of articles is collected by taking all articles in a data 
bank that are coded by a chosen keyword, say recombinant DNA (or a few related 
keywords), there is no clear meaning attached to the universe of documents and 
key-words occurring in them. In such a case, all junctions between key-words are 
interesting, and another type of index produces better emits. The inclusion index, 
Iij = cij/e i (with c i < e]), measures the extent o which a less frequently occurring 
key-word is joined to a more frequently occurring key-word. Setting a threshold, 
say at 0.5, an overall picture is obtained of the "master key-words" dominating a 
tree of less frequently occurring key-words. (See for example the diagram of Fig. 6.) 
The notion of "master key-words" can be related to the idea that some signal-words 
have to be used by authors to frame their own attempt at transforming the field. 
Before interpreting diagrams with inclusion linkages, spurious inclusions hould 
be deleted. If three key-words i, j, and k (increasing frequency of occurrence) are 
linked in a triangle, the co-occurrence between i and k may be caused to a large 
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extent by the joint co-occurrences of i and j, arid j and k, and thus be considered 
spurious. Therefore, the co-word analysis programs contain an algorithm to 
calculate the expected value of Cik, based on the co-occurrences cij and Cjk which 
are taken to be given. If the actual value of cik exceeds the expected value to an 
amount exceeding a threshold value, the link between i and k is kept as significant. 
(In the diagram of Fig. 6, this has happened only once.) x9 
Finally, we note that a fourth index may be used, the proximity index Pij' given 
bythe formula Pij = N cij / c i cj. The proximity index is a composite index, 
resulting from the division of the inclusion idex Iij by the frequency of occurrence 
of the more frequent key-word j. Such a procedure nhances the inclusion links 
between less frequently occurring key-words, at the expense of the links 
with the "master key-words". The linkages emphasized by the proximity index may 
therefore be taken to represent new developments and/or minor areas of research. 
It is used only because it is easy to calculate; its statistical interpretation is not 
straightforward.20 
Co-word maps of biotechnology 
Figures 1-8 present he maps produced by co-word analysis of the data for ten 
years' articles in the journal Biotechnology and Bioengineering. In our comments, 
we shall point at a few interesting features only. 
The rank.ordering of the key-words according to their frequency of occurrence 
is taken into account by having a radial scale (in percentages, with lab scale drawn 
at about 38% instead of its actual values at about 60%) in the circular maps, and a 
vertical scale (in percentages) in the diagrahls for the inclusion linkages. Looking at 
the frequencies of occurrence only, and starting with the 1970-1974 map (Fig. 1), 
it turns out that there are three regions: 
- a central region (the hatched circle) with four "methods" key-words and one 
for an important biological agent, enzymes; 
- a broad intermediary region, containing key-words for methods and research 
approaches, as well as key-words for specific products and processes; 
- a peripheral region (not shown on the map), with keywords for products and 
processes only and very few linkages (or none at all). 
Such a structure may well be characteristic of scientific technologies like bio- 
technology, where there is a wide range of special technologies for specific product/ 
processes in different industrial sectors or public utilities; and a set of general 
methods and research approaches available to all, and quite probably featuring 
heavily in a core scientific journal of the field. 
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Fig. 2. Citculax map, Jaccaxd, 1975-79 
Jaccard links with keywords below 5% frequency have been deleted 
Within the central region and the intermediary egion, the lines drawn on the map 
show pathways or junctions between key-words, not similarities. The position of 
the key.words on the map is not arbitrary, however. An attempt was made to t'fll up 
the available space so as to facilitate reading the map, also when comparing it with 
the subsequent maps. In addition, closeness of key-words is related to (1) intensity 
of the Jaccard link, and (2) similarity in patterns of linkages above and slightly 
below the threshold. Thus, in spite of our conviction that the maps are topological, 
not metric, some sense of distances seems to be unavoidable. 
Now consider the map for the next five years (Fig. 2). The central region becomes 
tighter: the frequency of occurrence of the same five key-words as in the earlier 
period has become higher and more s~milar, the mutual inkages have increased, and 
the distance to the intermediary egion has increased (there is a full 12% difference 
between the two regions). The natural interpretation f this effect seems to be that 
the "scientific approach" in biotechnology becomes more visible and available, at 
least to the authors publishing in this core journal. In the intermediary egion, 
shifts occur, for instance in the upper part, where the enzyme-agent group has be- 
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Fig. 3. Circular map, Jaeeard, University (N = 1028) 
Jaceard links with keywords below 5% frequency have been deleted 
come less forceful and glucose is now produced on ceUulotic substrates also (which 
itself is now linked to fungi agent). Other shifts are the increased detail in the group 
of research methods "by themselves" (to the. left) and the more central position of 
yeast agent (to the right). 
To increase our understanding of the maps and the changes in them, co-word 
analyses may be performed on specific subsets of the data base. This was already 
apparent above, when changes over time were discussed with the help of maps for 
two five-year periods. The next three maps (Figs 3-5)  give the results of co-word 
analysis for research produced in different kinds of research institutions: universities, 
industrial research laboratories and government research institutions. Some striking 
differences appear. In the universities map (for the whole period of ten years), the 
inner circle is quite tight, and general and methods key-words preponderate. As one 
would expect, the "scientific approach" is dominant. The contrast with the industries 
map is striking: the central circle has disappeared, enzyme agents have become 
dominant, while continuous has dropped out of the central region and stands rather 
isolated. (Continous processes, being more sensitive to disturbances, are rarely of 
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Fig. 6. Vertical map, inclusion i dex, 1970-1974 
threshold 0.333 "Spurious" inclusions deleted 
interest for industry, even if they produce higher yields.) Somewhat more linkages 
appear than in the universities map, because the total number of articles is (much) 
less, so the Jaccard index will take higher values. 
The map for government laboratories, even if based on still fewer articles, shows 
some interesting features. The "inner circle" remains visible, with parameters be- 
coming the dominant key-word. Cellulotic substrates make their appearance here: 
this type of research gets its visibility from government laboratories, presumably 
because it is of long-term policy relevance, specially for agricultural nd forestry 
policy. Another feature is that the more ambitious research approaches are strongly 
connected to the immobilization-group of key-words. With some knowledge of the 
field, this can be explained: immobilized-enzyme research fell sharply after the 
first half of our period, industry focusing on a few practical processes, and govern- 
ment laboratories presumably keeping up the research and becoming more 
"academic". 
The field of biotechnology seems well-suited to mapping with the help of the 
Jaccard index. The inclusion maps (Figs 6 and 7) do not, in this case, add very 
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much to our understanding. In fact, they are more difficult to understand because 
they have too many cross-linkages. The reason for this is, again, the nature of the 
field, where products/processes form one way of looking at it, and the "scientific 
approach" a different way, that cuts across the former. This cross-cutting effect 
has been enhanced by choosing a set of only 49 key-words for the data-base. 21
For other fields, and with key-words drawn from existing documentation services, 
the inclusion maps appear to produce useful insights. 22 
Nffi811 
Lob scale 









Fig. 7. Vertical map, inclusion i dex, 1975-1979 
threshold 0.333 "Spurious" inclusions deleted 
For completeness, we also give the map based on the proximity index, for the 
period 1970-1974 (Fig. 8). Minor areas of research become visible, while the major 
structure of the field (as seen through Jaccard or inclusion indexing) disappears 
almost completely. Most of the areas of research and the junctions between them 
on the proximity map can also be recognized in the bottom part of the inclusion 
map (Fig. 6). The interest of the proximity map lies in its potential to indicate 
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new developments, "early promises" that may subsequently transform the field: 
Only the fungi agent - cellulotic substrate - SCP - algae linkages can be con- 
sidered a potential transformation. It may well have such potential, but only in the 
long-term. In the second part of our period, it is still a minor area, although the 
fungi agent - ceUulotic substrate part of the chain has become more visible through 
the effort of government laboratories)3 
Scientometdcs and science dynamics 
To assess the value of co-word analysis as an instrument,to measure the develop- 
ments of scientific fields, clearly more fields will have to be covered and validations 
of the interpretations of the maps have to be produced. Work in progress is doing 
just that. From the little exercise discussed above, already some conclusions can 
be drawn. 
A centre - periphery model seems to be implicit in co-word analysis, and in our 
case of biotechnology strikingly so. Co-citation analysis has the same bias, but the 
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advantage of co-word analysis may be that instruments are available to study the 
periphery. It is not clear yet if the proximity index discussed above is the most 
suitable instrument for doing this. 
Some features of the development of a field become visible, and sometimes they 
are surprising, also to people knowing the field. But there seems to be no systematic 
way of going about the interpretation of the maps. Each map has to be studied by 
itself, the analyst has to get a feel for the overall picture and the fine-structure. The 
computer programs facilitate his experimenting with different indices and thresholds, 
but interpretation remains intuitive. 
It should be realized, however, that no scientometric method is able, by itself, to 
produce interpretations. The intuition of the analyst, his knowledge of the field and 
his assimilation of experts' knowledge remain necessary. Does this imply that we had 
better forget about scientometrics and do cognitive analysis, as well as we are able 
to do so? Yes and no. Cognitive analysis hould never be neglected. But the danger 
of limiting oneself to cognitive analysis (in the case of contemporary sciences) is that 
one has to become an expert oneself. The views on the state-of-the-field developed 
in this way will become the view of an actor, another participant in the development 
of the field, pressing to get a hearing. (Or presenting this view to sociologists and 
theoreticians of science only, and thus becoming irrelevant to the field as well as 
diffictilt to be subjected to quality control.) The development of scientometric 
instruments will never be a solution to the analyst-actor dilemma. But it will in- 
troduce some distance, and quasi-objectified procedures for analyzing scientific 
fields that can be checked by actors as well as analysts. 
What this argument is leading to, i$ the view that cognitive analysis and sciento. 
metric analysis hould be combined rather than contrasted. From the side of 
scientometrics, the work on citation contexts eems to be a step, although still a 
small one, in this direction (see note 9). Co-word analysis will offer the analyst 
more flexible ways to enter into the content of a science, and does not require a 
large input from experts in the field studied. From the side of cognitive analysis, 
there appears to be some reluctance to enlist quantitative methods - in spite of 
the trend in general history towards an integration of quantitative and qualitative 
methods. 24 We think that there are clear possibilities for treating cognitive aspects 
quantitatively. From our work on biotechnology we' may draw an example of what 
we have in mind. In our set of keywords, there were ten key-words denoting 
research approaches. With the help of Weingart and Van den Daele's general distinc- 
tion between different levels of scientific apacity in relation to more or less 
ambitious political goals (see Table 2), 2s we can rank-order the key-words for 
research approaches according to their theoretical mbitiousness (see Table 3). To do 
so requires ome adaptation of the Weingart-Van den Daele levels. For instance, the 
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Table 2 
Objective Scientific apacity 
description, statistics, assessment a. measurement, monitoring 
control of systems b. functional explanations, input-output 
relations 
construction of systems c~ 
provision of goals and of means d. 
to reach them 
causal explanations, mechanisms 
integrated science, theory of complex 
systems and their behaviour innew 
circumstances 
lowest level is taken to include exploratory, trial-and-error research and "looking for 
effects to exploit". Then, key-words creening and costs can be fitted to the lowest 
level. Design incorporates both monitoring and control and is classified mixed a/b. 
Immobilization and product isolation are often approached with trial-and-error 
strategies, but may include more systematic nput.output studies. Parameter optimaliza- 
tion is dearly a functionalistic research strategy, the bio-reactor remaining a black 
box. The other key-words imply some attempt at making the black box translucid, 
by elucidating causal mechanisms (although mathematical modeling may be limited 
to the improvement of input-output relationships). 
As indicated in Table 3, research approaches wholly or partly at level c are 
considered to be theoretically ambitious. It should be noted that theoretical ambition 
is always relative to a certain goal, in this case a certain view of the cognitive structure 
Table 3 
Rank order Research approach Weingatt-Van den Daele level 
1/2 screening a 
costs a 
3 design mixed a, b 
4/5 immobilization a or b 
product isolation a or b 
6 parameter optimalization b 
7/9 mathematical modeling b or c 
physical kinetics b or c (often) 
biokinetics b or c 
10 biodynamics c 
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of biotechnology and its development. The physical and biological processes in the 
bioreactor and their interrelationships are considered to be the focus of bioteclmology. 
Thus, product isolation will never be very theoretically ambitious. If one would 
analyze biotechnology in terms of unit operations, however, a different rank ordering 
would result, and product isolation could become classified as theoretically ambitious. 
So far, we have been looking at cognitive aspects. A scientometric indicator of the 
"theoretical level" of a given setof articles, for example all articles having Single Cell 
Protein as a key-word, can now be constructed by summing all occurrences of theoreti- 
cally ambitious research approaches and dividing by the sum of the occurrences of
keywords for all research approaches. The theoretical level for the whole ten-year 
period is 41%, which is a distinct increase with respect to the theoretical level of 7% 
in 1960. Other results of a general kind are that product.oriented articles have a lower 
theoretical level (30%) than non-product-oriented articles (51%). For each key-word, 
the theoretical level can be determined, which leads to expected, as well as unexpected 
results. Research using hydrocarbon substrates (often for Single Cell Protein production), 
for example, turns out to have a high theoretical level. The co.word maps (Figs 1,2) 
show that this is because biodynamics, the most ambitious research approach, as been 
pioneered for this area. 
The few results of the indicator for theoretical level quoted here (see further the 
report mentioned in note 14), will indicate the uses that can be made of such "cognitive 
scientometrics", especially when combined with other analyses, as for instance co-word 
analysis. There are many other possibilities to be found as soon as the documents of 
science are seen as persuasive literary products (cf. note 13) and therefore amenable to 
both cognitive and scientometric analysis. Simple measures as the length of the intro- 
ductory sections in articles may be explored as indicators for the extent o which the 
repertoire of a field has become articulated and stabilized. More complicated analysis 
is necessary if one wants to distinguish between internally generated problems and 
externally generated problems (with respect to the field studied) on the basis of the 
interest-funneling as recognizable in the articles. 
The indicators derived from such a "cognitive scientometrics" approach may be 
rough at first, and will always appear somewhat artificial. This, we argued, is necessary 
to put some distance between the analyst and the field he studies. What other ground 
would there be for a science dynamics scholar to make a contribution to the debates 
going on between the scientists (in our case, biotechnologists), policy-makers and other 
relevant societal groups? 
The scientometric studies of biotechnology presented in this paper have still to stand 
the test of being discussed by bioteehnologists and policy-makers. In this respect, our 
results are preliminary and not intended to convince without doubt. Rather, we hope to 
stimulate further exploration of the potential of "cognitive scientometrics". 
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The original data base was adapted for the co-word analysis by Walter van der Es, with the 
assistance of Fred Brouwer. Their advice and comments, and those of Michel Callon, Bill Turner 
and Serge Bauin have been very helpful when we were exploring the meaning of the co-word maps. 
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